In this paper, we dewibe and demonstrate a hierarchical reeonstnrction algorithm for uee in noiny and liited-angle or sparseangle tomography. The algorithm estimates the object's mass, center of m w , and convex hull from the available projections, and usfa thin informstion, along with fundamental mathematical constraints, to estimate a full net of smoothed projections. The mass and m t e r of maw estimates am made using a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator derived from the principles of consimtency of the Radon transform. The convex hull estimate is produced by first estimating the positions of support linea of the object from each a d a b l e projection and then estimating the overall convex hull using M L techniques or maximum a postcrio n (MAP) techniques. Entimating the position of two support lines from a single projection in accomplished using either a generaised liieliiocd ratio kchoique for estimating jumps in linear systems, or a support-width penalty method that uaes Akaike's model order estimation technique. We show results for a simulated object in a variety of measurement situations and for several model parameters and discuss several posaible extensions to the work.
I. Introduction
It has been demonstrated in the literature that prior geometric information about either the object or its 2-D Radon transform can aignificantly improve reconstructions when the tomographic imaging system has both a restricted view and a low signal to noise ratio (see 111). Often, however, it in not clear how this information may be reliably determined, a priori. This paper describes a hierarchical algorithm that first estimates the m w , centex of mass, and convex hull of the object, and then uses this information in a second stage, daseribed in 121, which estimates a complete image of the 2-D Radon transform of the object -called a sinopram -using a fast primal-dual optimization technique. The object estimate in produced using convolution hackprojection (CBP) applied to the estimated Binogram.
The 2-D Radon transform is given by where w = [cm8 sint9IT, 6(.) is the Duac delta function, and f ( z ) is a real function defined on the plane and is assumed to be Eoutside the disk of radius T centered at the origin (see Fig. 1 and references). In [Z] , we p r o p d a projection-space method that succagfully deals with both problem simultaneously. A diaadvantage of this algorithm, which in shared by others in the literature, is that it requirea particular prior knowledge in order to produce its estimate. In this caae, the algorithm requires knowledge of the object's maw, center of mass, and convex s u p part. This paper daseribea a method to estimate this geometric information so that it is not required a priori. We also preaent results generated by the full hierarchical algorithm, which is a concatenation of these step.
11.
The Thsw conutraintn may be used, together with the obaerved projections, to estimate the mass and center of mass of the object. We assume that the integral in (3) may be accurately approximated by a summation, M) that the obseroed ma88 for the j t h observed projection is given by
Therefore, the observed m m are independent obaervations of the true mass m, observed in additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise. The ML estimate rh of the true mass (which is also the minimum mean Square error (MMSE) estimate) is just the average of the observed m-.
To estimate the center of mass, we use rh in place of the true mass and approximate the integral of (4) by a summation. The observed center of maau is given by where c i is the true centrr of mass ofthe j t h observed projection. Then the system of equations E, = c w j may be solved for the object's ma80 c using least aquares, yielding an approximate ML or MMSE estimsts ^c.
Using the center of mass estimate, the projections may be shifted so that the center of msas of the object is centered. The new projections am given by
i ( t , B ) = y ( t -t . w , B ) .

(7)
This proceMing is required so that subsequent stages may 8s sume the object to be centered at the origin.
III. Convex Support
The second stage in the hierarchical algorithm estimates the convex support of the object from the available projections. Fig. 1 shows that two support lines of the object determine a range of support for a projection, given by two support oelues t-and t+. If, on the other hand, one knows t-and t+ for all projections, this defines the convex support of the object. Unfortunately, this information is not readily available for two reasons: 1) we observe only a finite number of projections, and 2) the projections are observed in noise. A consequence of the first problem is that we may require additional prior information about the shape of expected objects in order to estimate the missing support values. A consequence of the second problem is that estimates of the lateral positions of any set of support lines may not be consistent with any object in the plane [6].
We approach convex support estimation in two stages. The first stage estimates the support poaitions within each projection and the second stage estimates a set of consistent support values for all observed and unobserved projections. In this section, we discuss two methods to accomplish the first stage; approaches to the wcond second step have been presented elsewhere [e]. where a(.) is the discrete impulse function, U is the height of the discontinuity, k is the position of the first knot, and o(i) is a sequence of independent zero-mean white Gaussian noise samples with variance U*.
The knotlocation algorithm starts a Kalman filter at t = -T, assuming the above atatespace deauiption, and at each time instant it looks over a trailing window to estimate U at each point k in the window, assuming that the knot occurred at that point. When the generalized likelihood, calculated using the estimated B, is larger than a given threshold, a knot is deemed to have taken place and this value iu declared M one support value of the projection. The other support value is found by running 
Support-Width Penalty Method
The support-width penalty method uses the m m and center of mass of each projection as additional prior information as shown in Fig. 3 . For every poasible net of hypothesized support vslues, T-and i+, the ML estimate )(t) of a complete projection is determined. Because of the mass and center of mass constrainta and because of the assumed support values, the mass and center of mass of each projection is always correct, and the value of )(t) is zero outside the support values.
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. Fig. S This support estimate requires a linesearch in k, with a quadratic program solved at each k. ks k gets larger, the penalty term Pk begins to dominate so that the best support value estimate is not always N.
E d half-projection ia treated independently (see
The support-width penalty method is of a quite different character than the knot-location method. In particular, the knot-location method usea derivative information to locate the change in slope in the projection over a local region. In contrast, the support-width penalty method uses the more global mass and center of maw information and, in fact, is very insensitive to small perturbations near the support value.
IV. Hierarchical Algorithm
A block diagram of the full hierarchical algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 . The maw and center of mass estimation steps were discussed in Section I1 and support value estimation waa discussed in Section 111. The block labeled Thresholds derives thresholds for the knot-location method and is described in 181. The Support Vector block takes the estimated support values and and produces a full estimate of the convex hull of the object M described in 161.
The Sinogram M A P block calculates the maximum o posteriori estimate of the full sinogram, incorporating convex support information and smoothness of the 2-D Radon transform, and assuming that the observed sinogram has been shift-corrected and normalized to unit mass. It solves a partial differential equation with constraints using an iterative primal-dual relaxation algorithm as describe in [Z] and [SI.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the hierarchical algorithm requires three user inputs: r , 7, and @. These variables represent prior information about the shape of the convex hull of the object, the singram horizontal smoothness, and the sinogram vertical smoothness, respectively. They are coefficients of prior probabilities used in the various estimation stages, and may be empirically adjusted for different object clssses or imaging geometries. about the letters inside the ellipse. In contrast, the absence of line integrals parallel to the short axis of the ellipse obscures the letters, but reveals the narrowness of the ellipse. Fig. 6 shows results from two limited-angle experiments. Figs. 6a-c are derived from an experiment that observes the leftmoat 40 projections depicted in Fig. 5b with independent samples of zer-mean Gaussian noise added to each sample.
V. Experimental Results
The reaulting data, having a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 10dB, yields the image shown in Fig. 6a when reconstructed using convolution backprojection (CBP). A full sinogram M A P estimate, derived from the hierarchical algorithm, is shown in Fig. 6b with the estimated support values superpwed on the image. Fig. 6c shows the reconstruction (using CBP) of Fig. 6b .
Figs. 6d-f show an analogous sequence of images derived from an experiment that observes the rightmeat 40 projections in noise,
These experiments use prior convex support information that aasumes that objects tend to be circular. The use of this type of information is what allowe interpolation of support information to the angles that are not observed. In the case of Figs. 6b and 6q this information tends to came the resulting object to he too circular, but the contrast between the object and its background and the clarity of the internal letters is clearly better than that in Fig. 6a . The support value interpolation of the convex hull is excellent in Figs. 6e and 61 and there is a dramatic improvement (f) Fig. 6 . Limited-angle experiments.
in the object contrast. However, the lettering in the interior is only slightly more readable since this information is lost along with the 20 leftmost missing projections.
A similar set of experiments was conducted for sparse-angle cases, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. Figs. 7a-c are derived from a sparse angle experiment in which only 15 projections, evenly spaced in angle, &e viewed in noise, with a lOdB SNR as before. Figs. 7d-f show an analogous set of images when only 10 evenly spaced projections are observed with the same SNR. Clearly, the sparseangle cawa better resolve, on balance, the detail of both convex hull and inner detail than the limitedangle casea. Also, in both sp-angle cases, the improvement over CBP is quite evident -streak artifacts have disappeared, contrast is improved, and the legibility of the interior letters is greatly enhanced. However, circular swirling artifacts due to the horizontal smoothing effect have been introduced in both images.
VI. Discussion
We have demonstrated in this paper a method to estimate and hierarchically incorporate geometric information in a reconstruction algorithm designed for noisy and incompletedata tomography. The method is b a d on estimation principles, incorporating prior probabilistic information and consistency conditions where needed to overcome problem resulting from insufficient data.
